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Abstract
Recent findings regarding the evolutionary origin of insects, their gas exchange physiology,
wing development and flight ability are rapidly changing what we know and hypothesize
about the history and biology of this major animal group. Hexapods now appear to be a
sister taxon of branchiopod crustaceans, arising within the Pancrustacea. Developmental
studies support the wings-from-gills hypothesis by identification of specific expression of
orthologous genes during gill/wing formation in crustaceans and insects, and repression
of abdominal appendages in modern insects by variants of genes that, in crustaceans, do
not repress abdominal appendages. As gills evolved into wings, gas exchange physiology
must have changed simultaneously and there is now evidence for this in both the origin
of tracheae from cells in the wing primoridia, under control of wing-development genes,
and in the discovery that some modern Plecoptera still express high levels of functional
haemocyanin in their blood (i.e. insects that use both tracheal and blood-based gas
exchange, similar to the overlap of dinosaur and avian traits in Archaeopteryx). Plecoptera
and Ephemeroptera also display a wide range of mechanisms for aerodynamic locomotion across the surface of water, while their body weight is fully or partly supported by the
water. These behaviours demonstrate a series of mechanically intermediate stages by which
flapping gills could have evolved into flight-capable wings in an aquatic environment.

Introduction
Evolutionary history and a rich set of physiological mechanisms underlie the
traits of contemporary aquatic insects and their population biology. Here I examine both evolution and physiology of flight in adult aquatic insects in order to
contribute a broader understanding of this key phenotype that dominates adult
behaviour and ecology. Flight has liberated adult aquatic insects from the high
density and viscosity of water, along with the low oxygen content and often current
experienced by immature life stages. Predictions from mechanical theory and
data for speeds of animals moving through water versus air show a 10-fold
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increase in velocity of flying compared with swimming (Bejan and Marden,
2006); this difference is even greater if swimming involves moving upstream
against a current, and is exacerbated by the approximately 30-fold difference in
oxygen concentration (vol/vol, Schmidt-Nielsen, 1997) that allows aerial creatures to have much higher metabolic rates and endurance than gill-breathing
aquatic animals. These physical and environmental factors, along with biotic
influences such as predation, are major components of the natural selection
regime that has driven the evolution of flight and thereby the adult form in
aquatic insects.
Here I examine the origin of, and variation in, the flight ability of aquatic
insects over the grandest possible scale—from the most meagre and evolutionarily incipient ability for winged locomotion, to physiological features of the most
accomplished insect fliers. The aim is not to be all-inclusive, but rather reflects
what I have learned by gravitating to extreme ends of a functional continuum.
This contrast across mechanisms, levels of flight specialization and ecology provides insights regarding the origin and ongoing evolution of the adult stage in
aquatic insects.

Evolutionary Origin of Insects
How did flying animals evolve wings and flight from non-flying ancestors? This
question has a rich history that is much deeper in conjecture than it is in data, in
large part because most attention has been paid to birds, a group whose contemporary species are so dissimilar from the evolutionary transitions of interest
(Theropod to protobird; non-flying to flying) that most of the discussions address
fossils rather than living species. Vertebrate studies have focused almost exclusively on adult birds and have overlooked clues revealed by the ontogeny of bird
flight (Dial, 2003; Dial et al., 2006). That problem is less severe in insects because
insect orders have deep evolutionary roots and the retention of certain key traits
in modern species permits exploration of genes, developmental pathways,
ontogeny, anatomy, behaviour and mechanics relevant to flight evolution.
From where did insects arise? Studies over the last decade using molecular
data, or combinations of molecular and anatomical data, have arrived at what
many now consider to be a consensus (Glenner et al., 2006); hexapods arose
from within a group (Fig. 12.1) called Pancrustacea, as a sister taxon of Branchiopod crustaceans (e.g. Regier et al., 2005; Mallatt and Giribet, 2006). This
taxonomic affinity of hexapods and crustaceans is an important departure from
the previously dominant view that traits such as the tracheal system and features
of the head united hexapods with myriapods (for an overview of recent anatomical studies that refute myriapod–hexapod affinity, see Harzsch, 2006). Of
primary importance for present purposes is that this new taxonomic arrangement sees hexapods as arising from water-breathing aquatic crustacean ancestors (using gills and blood-based gas exchange) rather than from terrestrial,
tracheate air breathers. Furthermore, the emerging view that hexapods are most
closely related to branchiopods suggests that insects originated in freshwater or
hypersaline water rather than a marine environment. As I show below, this
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Fig. 12.1. A molecular phylogeny of Ecdysozoa (animals that molt their exoskeleton),
constructed from combined 28S + 18S rRNA genes (reproduced with permission from Mallat
and Giribet, 2006). Noteworthy for present purposes is the support for Pancrustacea and the
sister clade status of Hexapoda and Branchiopoda. Regier et al. (2005) deduced a similar
tree from a different set of protein coding genes, including a strongly supported Branchiopoda
+ Hexapod.
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phylogeny and environmental setting can be combined with studies of wing
development and known features of flight and respiration in relatively basal
pterygotes to provide an integrated and coherent modern hypothesis for the
origins of insect wings and flight. This hypothesis is not necessarily correct, as
history is exceedingly difficult to prove or disprove; rather it is one viewpoint
among many, uniquely rich in empirical support, that will stand among present
(e.g. Dudley, 2000) and future competing theories.

Origin of Insect Wings
There is an almost century-old debate over the merits of two competing hypotheses for the anatomical origin of insect wings. One hypothesis is that wings arose
de novo as lateral expansions of the dorsal thoracic cuticle, whereas the competing hypothesis maintains that wings are modifications of ancestral legs or gills.
Using fossil and anatomical evidence, Kukalová-Peck (1978, 1983, 1987, 1991)
has argued that insect wings arose from a dorsal outgrowth (epipod) of an ancestral jointed appendage. Either the entire appendage (which may originally have
been a leg) or the epipod alone functioned as a gill. Support for this hypothesis
has come from the finding that wings carry sensilla and chemoreceptors that are
present on arthropod appendages, but not on the thoracic body wall (Dickinson
et al., 1997). Additional support has come from developmental studies showing
that two genes, apterous and nubbin, are expressed at an early stage in the
development of a dorsal epipod in both Malacostraca and Branchiopoda gills
(Fig. 12.2), and in Drosophila wings (Averof and Cohen, 1997), thereby inferring
homologies in their developmental programmes and therefore their origin.
Importantly, nubbin is not expressed in the developing dorsal thoracic body wall
of any insect that has been examined.
Other developmental support for the hypothesis that wings arose from a
moveable jointed appendage comes from the observation that Drosophila carrying mutant (inactive) forms of the ultrabithorax (Ubx) and abdominal-a homeotic

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12.2. A: Whole mount photograph of a mature Artemia thoracic limb. B: Expression of
Nubbin protein (Af-PDM) in a dorsal epipod of the developing Artemia thoracic limb. C: Expression
of Nubbin (light area) in an early third instar wing disc of Drosophila. A, B are high resolution
versions (generously supplied by M. Averof) of figures from Averof and Cohen, 1997; C is reproduced (permission pending) from Zirin and Mann, 2007.
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genes develop wing primordia on the first seven abdominal segments (Carroll
et al. 1995), in the same location that both fossil mayflies and modern mayfly
nymphs have moveable gills (as do certain Odonata [Euphaeidae] and Plecoptera [Eustheniidae, Diamphipnoidae] nymphs). These gills have long been
argued to be serial homologues of wings, whose thoracic equivalents were the
evolutionary and mechanical precursors to wings (Kukalová-Peck, 1978, 1983,
1987, 1991). Thus, it appears that modern homeotic genes repress the initiation
of wing/gill development on all but the meso- and metathorax of extant pterygotes (Carroll et al., 1995). Ectopic expression of Drosophila Ubx (a gene that is
normally expressed only in the insect abdomen) in the thorax strongly inhibits
limb development, whereas thoracic expression of a brine shrimp Ubx orthologue does not (Galant and Carroll, 2002; Ronshaugen et al., 2002). Mutant
constructs of Artemia Ubx show a range of wing disc repressive effects, depending on the identity and extent of deletion of particular nucleotides. These experiments identify gene motifs that have apparently evolved to repress abdominal
limbs in insects (Ronshaugen et al., 2002), in part through phosphorylation that
can be modified and therefore is flexible depending on local cellular conditions.
An important limitation of inferences about wing origins from this evo-devo
work is that, aside from nubbin, the suite of genetic mechanisms controlling
Drosophila wing development is not shared by all insect taxa, particularly more
basal species in which legs and wings develop during different life stages
(Jockusch and Ober, 2004). Jockusch and Ober (2004) rightly stress the need to
examine a broader and less evolutionarily derived sample of insects before the
developmental data can be judged as strongly supportive or non-supportive of a
particular hypothesis for wing origins.

Replacing Gills with Wings
A number of early fossil insects possess both thoracic protowings and gill-like
structures on their abdomen; these fossils led Kukalová-Peck (1991) to conclude
that coexistence of wings and abdominal gills is the primitive pterygote condition. Fossil insects possessing both protowings and what appear to be gills, from
the upper Carboniferous and lower Permian, are abundant and taxonomically
diverse (Fig. 12.3a–d; Kukalová-Peck, 1978, 1991), including examples from the
stem groups that led to modern Ephemeroptera, Hemiptera and Plecoptera,
along with the extinct superorder Megasecoptera. Although it cannot be determined with certainty that these structures did in fact serve as gills, or even if these
insects were associated with water, the similarity of the structures in Fig. 12.3a–c
with gills of modern mayflies and stoneflies, including adults of certain extant
species (Fig. 12.3e,f) makes this a reasonable interpretation.
An unexamined aspect of the wings-from-gills hypothesis is that it requires
not only a change in mechanical function, but also a simultaneous change in gas
exchange physiology. Starting with a branchiopod-like ancestor, a transition
from gills to wings must have been accompanied by a respiratory system that
replaced gills. This appears to have been accomplished by gradual loss of bloodbased gas delivery to the tissues, and a gradual invagination of tracheae that
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Fig. 12.3. (a–c) Fossil representatives (Kukalová-Peck 1978; reprinted with permission
of Wiley-Liss, Inc.) of the stem groups of (a) Ephemeroptera, (b) Hemiptera, (c) Plecoptera,
and (d) the extinct order Megasecoptera. Note the gills and/or wings on the thorax and
abdomen, in what appear to be multiple life stages. (e,f) Similar gills on the abdomen of
adult Diamphipnopsis stoneflies (e; from Marden and Thomas, 2003) and Palingenia mayflies
(f, photo courtesy of J.L. Szentpéteri).

delivered air directly to the tissues. Remnants of this transition have recently
been discovered in modern insects. A haemocyanin gene, previously unknown
in insects, was found in an orthopteran (Sanchez et al., 1998), followed by the
discovery that some Plecoptera still have an abundant haemocyanin that constitutes ≈25% of total haemolymph protein and reversibly binds oxygen (HagnerHoller et al., 2004). Amino acid sequences of plecopteran haemocyanins cluster
with crustacean haemocyanins in a molecular phylogeny (Hagner-Holler et al.,
2004) and are ancestral to all of the known hexamerin proteins (including those
from Hemiptera, Orthoptera, Blatraria and Isoptera) that insects use as a major
mechanism for nutrient storage and transport (Hagner-Holler et al., 2007), with
a molecular clock estimated age of about 470 My. A few insect species that
inhabit low oxygen habitats have haemoglobin in their blood and it has recently
been discovered that many types of insects express functional haemoglobins
intracellularly in the tracheae and fat body (Hankeln et al., 2002, 2006; Burmester et al., 2006) where their function remains to be determined. These new
findings indicate that the ground plan for hexapods and basal pterygotes includes
blood-based gas exchange using haemocyanin, most likely in combination with
direct gas exchange via tracheae and an intracellular role for haemoglobin.
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Another recent discovery that is important for understanding the evolution
of insect gas exchange is that tracheae arise from cells associated with the arthropod leg/gill. Franch-Marro et al. (2006) found that tracheal and leg primordia
arise from a common pool of cells in Drosophila, with differences in their fate
controlled by wingless, a gene that is an upstream regulator of wing development
genes such as nubbin and apterous discussed above. This occurs even on
abdominal segments, where appendage primordia ultimately repressed by modern homeotic genes (see above) are still expressed in association with cells that
form tracheae. As with wing development genes, homologues of tracheal inducer
genes are specifically expressed in the gills of crustaceans (Franch-Marro et al.,
2006). This suggests that internal elaboration of tracheae is likely to have cooccurred with external elaboration of gills/wings, so that loss of gill function for gas
exchange was concurrently and incrementally replaced by tracheal gas exchange.
Somewhere along this trajectory, blood-based gas exchange using haemocyanin
as the respiratory pigment became increasingly less important in insects, as evidenced by the absence of haemocyanin in Ephemeroptera, Odonata and all of
the Holometabola (Burmester and Hankeln, 2007).
A factor that may have been important in this trajectory is the weight of
blood, which is greatly reduced in insects that use direct gas exchange via tracheae. Puncturing the cuticle of a 10–12 mg Taeniopteryx stonefly yields up to
5 ml of haemolymph (Fig. 12.4), whereas it is difficult to obtain more than 2 ml of
haemolymph from a 500 mg Libellula dragonfly (e.g. Schilder and Marden,
2006) or a 120 mg Melitaea butterfly. I have found that flightless orthopterans
(crickets) also have large blood volumes, and like stoneflies they possess a
haemocyanin gene (Sanchez et al., 1998). These data, although scant, suggest
that ancestral hexapods had more blood than is typically present in modern

Fig. 12.4. Blood (haemolymph) constitutes a relatively large portion of the body
cavity volume of stoneflies (Plecoptera), which have tracheae but have also retained
the ancestral gas exchange mechanism of reversible oxygen binding by hemocyanin
in the blood. This photo shows hemolymph exuding from a superficial puncture
near the base of the forewing of a Taeniopteryx stonefly. The droplet does not
contain gut fluid, which has a much darker colour.
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insects that lack haemocyanin. Reduction of blood volume and weight was presumably a target of natural selection for stronger flight ability, as has occurred in
all forms of animal and human-engineered flying devices.
These discoveries of an ancient haemocyanin in insect blood are a startling
finding that, combined with the now well-supported sister-taxa status of hexapods and branchiopod crustaceans, challenge the traditional view of the sequence
of events in the evolution of insect gas exchange. It is often stated with complete
certainty that early insects were terrestrial and breathed via tracheae (e.g. Eriksen
et al., 1996; Gullan and Cranston, 2005). This is based in large part on the now
obsolete notion that insects arose from terrestrial, tracheate, myriapod-like ancestors. The sister-taxa status of hexapods and branchiopod crustaceans, along with
the recently discovered occurrence of haemocyanin in both apterygote and lower
pterygote insects, changes this picture radically (Fig. 12.5). According to this new
hypothesis, blood-based gas exchange using haemocyanin as the respiratory
pigment was part of the ground plan of basal hexapods, probably along with at
least rudimentary tracheae. Tracheae presumably allowed access to atmospheric
oxygen at the water surface and terrestrial shorelines and emergent vegetation.
Alternatively, tracheae may have developed first internally with no external
openings (i.e. a closed or apneustic tracheal system). This novel idea is based on
the osmotic challenge presented by freshwater and/or hypersaline habitats
invaded by the common ancestor of branchiopods and hexapods, where fluxes
of ions across the thin gill epithelium would have been reduced by the presence
of an internal gas space between the epithelium and the haemocyanin-containing
blood (Fig. 12.6). Such a water-to-air-to-blood pathway for gas exchange would
have reduced ion loss and the energetic expense of ion uptake by active transport. Aquatic insects have a fairly impermeable integument but, because of their
high surface to volume ratio and short distances for diffusion, an aquatic larva
such as an Aedes mosquito loses about 50% of its total body NaCl per day across
its cuticle (Withers, 1992), a loss that must be counteracted by active transport.
The most basal pterygote insects (Ephemeroptera) inhabit fresh water and have
a closed tracheal system that may be a retained ancestral trait in a continuously
aquatic lineage rather than a derived trait from terrestrial ancestors with open
tracheae, as has traditionally been assumed.

Flapping Gills to Flapping Wings: a Hypothesis for Flight Origins
on the Surface of Water
Fossil and developmental evidence that wings arose from flappable gills of aquatic
crustacean-like ancestors indicates that gills and an aquatic habitat may be
retained ancestral traits that were part of the ground plan of the first hexapods
(Fig. 12.5). According to this scenario, modern non-insect hexapods and apterygote insects lost gills as they invaded land, thereby diverging from a lineage that
remained aquatic and gave rise to basal pterygotes. Alternatively, the traditional
hypothesis of a terrestrial-to-aquatic transition between apterygote and basal
pterygote insects requires that basal pterygotes re-expressed the nerves, muscles
and anatomical features of flappable gills (with convergence upon branchiopod
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Fig. 12.5. A hypothesis for the phylogenetic distribution of gas exchange traits and habitat
(aquatic vs. terrestrial) in branchiopod crustaceans and insects. “Hemocyanin” refers to both
the presence of this respiratory pigment and a blood-based gas exchange system. Taxa
containing both hemocyanin and tracheae use a mixture of blood-based and direct delivery
of gas to their tissues. Hemocyanin has been retained in modern Zygentoma (Apterygota),
Plecoptera (basal Pterygota), and Orthoptera (Pterygota) (Hagner-Holler et al., 2004).

gill developmental mechanisms, such as expression of nubbin) after returning to
water from terrestrial apterygote-like ancestors. There is no objective basis for
determining if multiple independent losses of gills during the divergence of
apterygotes is more or less likely than a single reacquisition of a complex trait
such as flappable gills so, lacking the necessary fossil record, this must remain a
point of conjecture and opinion. Personally, I think that multiple independent
losses of gills by new land-invading lineages of apterygotes is a highly likely
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Fig. 12.6. A hypothesis for the origin of tracheae in a freshwater aquatic environment where
the original function was to reduce ion loss from the hemolymph to the surrounding fresh
water. Elaboration of the tracheal system would create the arrangement seen in modern
mayfly nymphs, in which internal gas exchange occurs via the closed tracheal network.

evolutionary outcome (more likely than retention of gills on land), whereas reacquisition of flappable gills after their loss in a terrestrial environment is a dubious
scenario, even considering the repeated loss and reappearance of wings in stick
insects (Whiting et al., 2003), as the latter presumably occurred over a much
shorter timescale and within a more conserved phylogenetic and developmental
architecture than an apterygote-to-pterygote transition.
The final assumption of the traditional theory for terrestrial origins of basal
pterygotes is that wings and winged locomotion necessarily evolved in a terrestrial setting. Surprisingly, not only is terrestriality not necessary for the origin of
winged locomotion, it is actually much easier to show how flight can evolve from
non-flight in an aquatic environment than in a terrestrial one. Flight is difficult,
requiring not only complex neural and anatomical features to create useful beating patterns of sufficiently rigid and structurally sophisticated wings (Wootton,
2001), but also at least 12–15% of body mass must be flight musculature
(Marden, 1987). Except for wings, animals do not have muscle groups this large
that power articulated forelimbs (as opposed to the body axis, which contains
more than this amount of muscle in fish and shrimp), which indicates that primordial wings and muscles must have undergone directional selection (i.e. incremental improvement in function) before acquisition of the ability to generate
enough lift to support body mass. Hypotheses for terrestrial flight origins rely on
a jumping or falling scenario in which incrementally larger wings extend the glide
path, reduce descent velocity or control direction (Wootton and Ellington, 1991;
Yanoviak et al., 2005). None of these, however, address the problem of directional selection required to turn gliding wings and rudimentary flight muscles into
flapping wings capable of counteracting gravity. Furthermore, analyses of the
origin of bird flight show that crude flapping reduces gliding performance, thereby
hindering the ability of gliding wings to evolve into flapping wings (Caple et al.,
1983).
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Adaptive Stages Leading to Flight, Exemplified by Living Forms
In contrast to the problematic nature of a terrestrial gliding-to-flapping transition,
there is empirical evidence demonstrating a stepwise pathway that could have
transformed the structure and function of appendages that served originally as
gills to appendages that served ultimately as wings. Certain modern Plecoptera
and Ephemeroptera (stoneflies and mayflies; these two orders arose near the
base of the early split between Neoptera and Palaeoptera and have retained
many primitive morphological features, including flapping gills in the larval
stages) use behaviours that demonstrate how gills could have evolved into wings
in an aquatic habitat. These insects use aerodynamic locomotion to move in two
dimensions across the surface of water, in some cases by using fairly rudimentary
wings and wing motions (Marden and Kramer, 1994, 1995; Kramer and Marden,
1997; Ruffieux et al., 1998; Marden et al., 2000; Marden and Thomas, 2003).
Video segments of these behaviours are available at www.bio.psu.edu/People/
Faculty/Marden/PNASFig2.html and www.famu.org/mayfly/sartori/movies.php.
In stoneflies, these behaviours are basal and phylogenetically diverse (Thomas
et al., 2000). One stonefly that uses its forewings as oars to row on the water
surface, Diamphipnopsis samali, even possesses the primitive pterygote condition of co-occurring wings and what appear to be functional gills on the adult
abdomen (Fig. 12.3e; Marden and Thomas, 2003), a mixture of ancestral and
modern traits analogous to what occurs in Archaeopteryx. Unlike Archaeopteryx,
these are living animals that we can study.
The hypothesis that insect flight originated on the surface of water (Marden
and Kramer, 1994) has become known as the surface-skimming hypothesis. It
poses that flying insects evolved from aquatic ancestors that used rudimentary
flapping wings to achieve two-dimensional locomotion across water surfaces.
Because the body weight of skimmers is supported by water, aerodynamic force
output can be small, wings can be weak (i.e. do not require structural rigidity to
support body weight; Wootton, 2001) and even minor improvements in thrust
generation can be advantageous and selected. Thus, a fundamental strength of
the surface-skimming hypothesis is that it provides a mechanical solution for the
puzzle of how a small, weak flight motor and wing primordia could be useful and
gradually elaborated prior to the evolution of true flight.
Taeniopteryx stoneflies accomplish surface-skimming when their wings are
experimentally reduced to small stubs and the air temperature is lowered to near
freezing (i.e. very low muscle power output, likely equivalent to what small gillflapping muscles could produce at warm temperature; Marden and Kramer,
1994). Another species, Allocapnia vivipara, shows no ability to flap its wings,
but raises its wings in response to wind, thereby sailing across the water surface
(Marden and Kramer, 1995). A survey of surface-skimming behaviour (Marden
et al., 2000; Marden and Thomas, 2003) has shown that there is an incremental
increase in velocity as contact with the water surface is reduced (Fig. 12.7).
Stoneflies that keep their entire abdomen in contact with the water while they
undulate their body in a swimming-like motion (Austroperlidae; labelled ‘swimskim’ in Fig. 12.7) or while they use their forewings to row (Diamphnopsis) achieve
the lowest velocity (yet substantially faster than swimming by stonefly nymphs).
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Fig. 12.7. Mean velocity of stoneflies using different forms of aquatic, semi-aquatic, and
aerial locomotion. Sample sizes refer to the number of species; error bars represent the standard
error of the grand mean (i.e. variability among means derived from multiple species).

Taeniopterygid stoneflies that raise their entire body above the water while keeping all six legs in continuous contact with the surface (labelled ‘6-leg skim’ in Fig.
12.7) attain the next highest velocity. Species that raise their forelegs or their fore
and middle legs (labelled ‘4-leg skim’ and ‘hind-leg skim’ in Fig. 12.7) attain the
highest skimming velocities, but are slower than stoneflies that break completely
free of the water surface in true flight. These results show that the water surface
is a habitat where rudimentary wings, muscle power and aerodynamic locomotion in two dimensions can progress in a stepwise fashion through mechanically
intermediate stages that lead to true weight-supported flight in three dimensions.
There had been no equivalent body of data or even theory for a detailed incremental pathway to flapping flight in a terrestrial environment, until recent analyses of incline running by juvenile birds (another way that flapping flight may have
evolved without a jumping/falling/gliding/parachuting origin) revealed a possibly
analogous scenario (Dial, 2003; Bundle and Dial, 2003; Dial et al., 2006).
Surface-skimming also occurs in mayflies (Ephemeroptera), the most basal
pterygote insects. Subimagos from a number of mayfly families in the north-eastern USA use four-leg skimming at cool air temperatures (<13°C, Marden et al.,
2000). Four-leg skimming by mayflies has also been observed at warm temperatures in subtropical Madagascar. Three species in the genus Cheirogenesia move
about on the water surface using four-leg skimming (Ruffieux et al., 1998;
M. Sartori personal communication). Male imagos skim to search for females
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Fig. 12.8. A huge swarm of male
Palingenia longicauda mayflies
skimming across the surface of the
Tisza river in Hungary, searching
for emerging females. This is the
same mayfly species that has gill
remnants on the abdomen (Fig.
12.3f). Photo generously provided
by J.L. Szentpéteri.

and the females do not progress beyond the subimago stage. Notably, this species exists in a river system that lacks surface feeding fish, which suggests that, in
the absence of modern forms of predation, the locomotor and mating behaviour
of modern aquatic insects, even at warm temperatures, can readily collapse from
three-dimensional to two-dimensional and still remain mechanically and ecologically viable.
A mayfly mating system that involves a mixture of flying and skimming has
also been found in Palingenia mayflies in Hungary (Fig. 12.8). Extraordinary
video collected by Sartori (www.famu.org/mayfly/sartori/movies.php) and still
photography Szentpéteri (2003) shows huge swarms of males skimming to locate
emerging female subimagos with whom they mate on the water surface. This
mating system appears to involve a high degree of scramble competition among
males, for whom skimming speed is likely to have a strong effect on mating success. Both genders of this species also possess strong flight ability, so they use
skimming by choice rather than necessity, probably as a way for males to gain
the earliest mating access to emerging females. This is an important observation
because it shows how intrasexual scramble competition could have driven
improvements in aerodynamic locomotion prior to the evolution of true flight.

Dragonfly Flight: the High End of the Flight Ability Spectrum
Odonates are another group of basal pterygotes that we could examine for clues
about the origin of insect wings and flight, but their adult body forms are so
highly specialized for powerful flight that they retain little if any evidence instructive for reconstructing flight origins. Dragonflies present few opportunities to
examine the transition from leg-based locomotion to wing-based locomotion
because they use their legs only for perching (sometimes on water surfaces,
including wing-based sailing, Samways, 1994) and predation; other than a weak
ability to move along stems, they are completely unable to walk. Another major
difference between dragonflies and even the best-flying stoneflies and mayflies is
that odonates have much more extensive flight musculature in the thorax (Fig.
12.9). In Libellulidae, it is not uncommon for the flight muscles to comprise
50–60% of total fresh body mass in mature males. Experiments in which
dragonflies have been loaded with lead weights have shown that they can lift
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Fig. 12.9. (A) Cross section of the mesothorax of a Taeniopteryx burksi stonefly
(Plecoptera). Note the sparse flight musculature and large fluid space between muscles.
Some moderately sized tracheae are apparent. (B) Sagittal section of the pterothorax of a
dragonfly, with flight muscles filling nearly the entire volume and very little hemolymph.
(C) Highly developed tracheal system in a dragonfly.

three to four times their unladen body weight (Marden, 1987). They use this
reserve flight power in nature to compete for territories, pursue females, and
defend ovipositing females from abduction by other males (Marden, 1989).
These features highlight the continuum of flight ability in modern aquatic
insects, which spans from meagre flight ability of stoneflies, to intermediate flight
ability of mayflies (superior to stoneflies perhaps because non-feeding and shortlived mayfly adults have jettisoned mouth and digestive structures, thereby
reducing their payload), and extreme flight ability of dragonflies. Stoneflies
appear to be built for minimal aerial requirements, with just enough aerodynamic force output to travel in two dimensions or marginally in three dimensions. At the other end of the spectrum, dragonflies are so specialized for flight
performance that they accomplish elaborate aerial manoeuvres such as copulation and abduction of females during oviposition on territories of rival males,
and have even evolved mechanisms to regulate (and often downregulate,
Marden et al., 2001; Marden and Cobb, 2004) the performance of their flight
muscles so as to maintain energy homeostasis. Fossil odonatoid wings from the
Palaeozoic are similar to those of modern dragonflies and appear to have been
used for aerial predation, but they lack some performance-related structural
enhancements present in modern dragonfly wings (Wootton and Kukalová-Peck,
2000). Those authors suggest that dragonfly flight ability increased over time in
response to flight improvements of their prey. If correct, the continuum in flight
ability among basal aquatic insects that we see today is perhaps less an outcome
of chance differences among lineages but rather a long-standing gradation in
which a predatory group has managed to maintain its relative advantage as the
community of prey insects has diversified and in many cases improved its ability
to evade capture.

Limited Flight Ability as a Challenge for Populations
Ecological ramifications of the ability to move through the environment are numerous and have profound effects on population and metapopulation biology.
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For example, theory has shown that a metapopulation can persist in a habitat
patch network (i.e. regional scale viability) only when a threshold condition is
met that relates landscape features (number, size, and connectivity of habitat
patches) to a combination of life history traits, among which dispersal ability is
particularly important (Hanski and Ovaskainen, 2000). Ponds occupied by odonates fit the assumptions of metapopulation models, but to date there has been
fairly little research examining regional persistence by odonates and how persistence is affected by dispersal (but see McCauley, 2007). Stream insects such as
mayflies and stoneflies occupy linear, advective habitats in which there is presumably greater connectivity of habitat patches, at least in the downstream direction. Theoretical analyses of the population biology of downstream drift and
either random or directed dispersal are fairly well developed for stream insects
(Anholt, 1995; Pachepsky et al., 2005), but how these processes interact with
dispersal to affect regional persistence is unknown (but see Speirs and Gurney,
2001).
One interesting comparison that can be made between dragonflies and
stoneflies is spatial genetic structure across populations, which should be affected
by differences in dispersal ability. Genetic studies of stonefly populations tend to
show unusually strong spatial structure (Hughes et al., 1999), with significant
differentiation by distance between streams, but usually less so along streams,
where connectivity by downstream drift is high. For example, stoneflies in headwaters of streams on the Atlantic slope of the Appalachian mountains show significant genetic differentiation from stoneflies in headwaters of very nearby
streams (approximately 250 m) that are part of the Gulf of Mexico drainage
basin (Schultheis et al., 2002). Populations of the non-flying (but probably sailing) stonefly Allocapnia recta show significant differentiation of alleles in the
highly conserved 16s rRNA gene between rivers separated by about 15 km,
whereas populations of the fairly strong flying stonefly Leuctra tenuis show no
differentiation across these sites (Yasick et al., 2007). These results are supported
by direct measures of stonefly adult dispersal showing that 90% of the population of even relatively strong-flying genera such as Leuctra move less than 50 m
(Petersen et al., 1999). In another study, labelling a massive number of larval
Leuctra stoneflies with a stable isotope resulted in recapture of a small number of
marked adults at adjacent streams between 800 m and 1.1 km away from the
source population, including a headwater of a different river system (Briers et al.,
2004), thus detecting the rare events that affect genetic structure of connected
populations.
Comparable studies of odonate spatial genetic structure have revealed low
or non-significant genetic differentiation over short distances (Geenen et al.,
2000; Wong et al., 2003; de Block et al., 2005; Watts et al., 2007) or significant
differentiation between populations of small damselflies (Zygoptera) separated
by larger distances (10–100 km; Andrés et al., 2000, 2002). An exception is the
finding of significant genetic differentiation and isolation by distance in a small,
sedentary, endangered Coenagrion damselfly (Watts et al., 2004). There appear
to be no such data available for dragonflies (Anisoptera), perhaps because their
high dispersal ability virtually assures a finding of no genetic differentiation over
even fairly large spatial scales, thereby greatly reducing the motivation to perform
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such studies. Indeed, a recent study on large and robust Anax dragonflies showed
that even when carrying 300 mg radio transmitters (one-third of unladen body
mass), migrating individuals moved an average of 58 km over a period of less
than a week (Wikelski et al., 2006).

Conclusions
Aquatic insects present many fascinating and promising avenues for new findings regarding their evolution, development, physiology, behaviour and population biology. Recent discoveries have yielded novel insights regarding the origin
of wings and tracheae, the genetic regulation of appendage development, retention of ancestral gas exchange physiology, behaviours relevant to the origin of
flight, regulation of muscle power output, how such regulation affects mating
success, and how flight ability affects spatial genetic structure among populations. All of these are interrelated and affect the way that aquatic insects interact
with their environment. Biology is entering a period of both detailed inquiry and
broad integration across levels of organization, and this is beginning to change
the way we study and understand even non-model organisms such as aquatic
insects, where narrow specialization has been the tradition. Much of what I have
written here contradicts long-accepted interpretations of the evolutionary history
of insects and how they arrived at their present form. Given the pace of discovery, it seems fully possible that another author 10 years from now will be able to
overturn much of what I have concluded and paint yet another new and different picture. That would be an exciting development indicative of a thriving field
of inquiry.
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